
WORKSPACE SOLUTIONS

TEMO



TEMO IS A TASK CHAIR 
WHICH REPRESENTS 
UNPRETENTIOUS STYLE. 
AND WHICH OFFERS 
A FUNCTIONAL SIMPLICITY 
THAT MAKES IT AN 
EASY CHOICE.





 Temo is an ergonomic and durable task chair. With its light, 
gently flowing aesthetic and intuitive adjustments, it provides 
the comfort for long-term and concentrated work in the office.”
Carlo Shayeb, Industrial Designer, ITO Design



WHEN THE RIGHT CHOICE IS THE SIMPLE ONE

Temo is a good value and timeless task chair from Kinnarps which encourages an ergonomically 
correct sitting position and provides the functionality you need. The pure design means that you can 

position it wherever you want. Use it as a task chair or a meeting chair in different environments  
and situations. And be sure in the knowledge that it is a well thought-out and durable solution. 







TEMO’S DIFFERENT EXPRESSIONS

Temo has a back in black mesh fabric. The back is also available as an upholstered version in 
Radio fabric. The seat is always upholstered. The eight base colours in combination with black 
details give Temo a sober but attractive expression. 



5775 5720 5730 5738 5750 5759 5798 5799 Mesh



SYNCHRONE™ Temo has a Synchrone™-mech-
anism, where the ratio (1:1.7) between the seat 
and the back is well synchronised for a smooth 
tilting movement. You can adjust the tilting resist-
ance or choose to lock the back in four positions.

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR REST Adjust the lumbar 
rest for extra support of the lower back. 

HEADREST A headrest (black) is available as 
an option to provide support for your neck and 
head. 

ARMREST Height adjustable armrests (black) 
are available as an option to support the arms.

STAR BASE AND CASTORS Temo has a 5-star 
plastic base (black). The hard flooring castor 
(black with grey wheel guide) is available as 
standard. The soft flooring castor (black) or 
glides are available as options.

MESH BACK The back is in black mesh fabric 
which provides a good level of comfort and 
pleasant ventilation.

UPHOLSTERED BACK An upholstered back 
(Radio fabric) is available in eight colours as 
an option. 

SEAT HEIGHT You can easily set the chair’s seat 
height to suit you and your height. 

SEAT DEPTH The seat depth can be adjusted 
in relation to the chair back to give the best 
possible support for your legs.

WITH A FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY When we produce Temo, we have control of the whole manufacturing 
chain. In our accredited test laboratory we make sure that the chair meets international quality standards. 
It also fulfils requirements for material separability, which enables recycling. The fabric bag (which can be 
slipped on over the back) makes it possible to modify Temo without needing to change other components. 
The product’s lifespan can thus be extended. The fabric (Radio) is Oeko-tex labelled, which is a guarantee 
that it does not contain any hazardous substances. 



Temo TS110M  Temo TS111M  Temo TS111M NT

Temo TS110 Temo TS111 Temo TS111 NT

470 400-455 400-530 ✓ ✓ 160-260 ✓ ✓

MECHANISM Synchrone™ mechanism (tilt ratio 1:1.7) with SafeBack SEAT Adjustable seat height and seat 
depth with return spring BACK back frame of black mesh with adjustable lumbar support TILT lockable 
in four steps PADDING moulded PUR (polyurethane) STAR BASE 5-armed plastic star base (black) 
OPTIONS Headrest (black), armrest (black), upholstered back (TUB), ARMREST height adjustment UNIT mm. 
DESIGN ITO Design
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